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The Burton plot: 

Reconstruction and 
Nugget Coombs

In 1942, while John was still working in Evatt’s office, he led an unofficial 
group of young economists to develop a plan aimed at giving new 
leadership to Australia’s postwar reconstruction activities. Historian 
Stuart Macintyre observed that ‘the planning of post-war reconstruction 
was neglected and ineffective’.1 The reconstituted reconstruction 
subcommittee had met only once, on 4 December 1941, because three 
days later Japan launched its attack on Pearl Harbor and the meeting 
the following week was abandoned. The unofficial group believed that 
Herbert Cole ‘Nugget’ Coombs, one of the so-named ‘seven dwarfs’ 
(university-educated, powerful postwar permanent heads of departments 
who were all relatively short), was the most capable person to develop 
relevant economic and trade policies and to influence allied nations 
with ideas. John’s plan was to have Coombs put in charge of postwar 
reconstruction.

First, Roland Wilson as head of Post-War Reconstruction had to be 
convinced that its status should be lifted and to have Coombs head it. The 
background story is detailed through journal entries of one of the plotters, 
Gerald Firth, who records his and John’s activities and those of another 
main player, Wilson’s economic adviser Dick Heyward. On 6 April 1942, 
the trio discussed ‘Burton’s bold plan’. Firth wrote:

1  Stuart Macintyre, ‘The Post-War Reconstruction Project’, in Furphy, The Seven Dwarfs and the 
Age of the Mandarins, 40, doi.org/10.22459/SDAM.07.2015.02.
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John is definitely thinking in a Big Way, and spent a lot of 
time persuading us to ‘go and stick pins into Wilson’. This we 
apparently agreed to do, though the more I think of it the less I like 
it; but yet – to get Coombs made de facto head of a reconstructed 
Reconstruction Division is probably worth a little strife.2

The ‘Burton Plan’ filled his mind, he wrote, noting that Heyward had 
arranged for the three to take Wilson to the ‘Ritz’ the following Thursday 
(or presumably somewhere ‘Ritz-like’ as I don’t believe there was a Ritz in 
Canberra then). ‘An enterprising scheme,’ wrote Firth, ‘which would never 
have occurred to me.’3 The four men enjoyed the dinner and engaged in 
some lively discussions, but the ‘fate of Reconstruction’ was not entirely 
resolved. Wilson agreed that Coombs was the man suitable to take on the 
role but he doubted that Coombs’s boss, Stuart Macfarlane, who headed 
Treasury, would agree to take on the work of the Reconstruction Division, 
or that Coombs would leave Treasury to go to the Department of Labour, 
where the group hoped the division might be placed. Coombs had to be 
tackled directly; Firth and Heyward decided they would ‘see what could be 
done about the Macfarlane bogey’.4 Coombs was receptive and suggested 
it might be possible to contrive a ‘loose connection’ with Treasury ‘by 
getting Chifley [the Treasurer] to take over Reconstruction more or less as 
a separate portfolio’. In this way, Coombs would be responsible directly 
to Chifley in regard to reconstruction and Macfarlane would keep the 
major percentage of Coombs’s services, with little chance to ‘hamstring 
the [Reconstruction] Division’.5

Firth got to know John better as the game was being played. He engaged 
him in discussions over economic planning and borrowed a copy of 
John’s doctoral thesis to read. That proved to be the high point of their 
relationship. Firth soon learned that John was a difficult person to relate 
to. He was no more communicative or consultative with his colleagues 
than he was at home with Cecily, it would seem. In early May 1942, Firth 
met up with John at the Burton family flat. There, according to Firth, 
John ‘went out of his way to warn me to keep off too much economics in 
the interests of the wretched diplomats’, before proceeding then to preach 
to him along the lines of his doctoral thesis.6 The relationship developed 

2  Papers of Gerald Firth, NLA, MS Acc01.273, box 3.
3  Papers of Gerald Firth, NLA, MS Acc01.273, box 3, 7 April 1942.
4  Papers of Gerald Firth, NLA, MS Acc01.273, box 3, 9 April 1942.
5  Papers of Gerald Firth, NLA, MS Acc01.273, box 3, 10 April 1942.
6  Papers of Gerald Firth, NLA, MS Acc01.273, box 3, 4 May 1942.
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tensions, John appearing to Firth to be hostile and somewhat supercilious. 
Two months later, at dinner with the Burtons, Firth lectured John on the 
need to appease Fred Wheeler who worked in Treasury, not that John was 
likely to have listened, Firth noted in his journal. Later, he wrote: ‘I do 
wish Burton would occasionally condescend to stop and think.’7

Meantime, John had been thinking. As the political and wider community 
urged stronger action on postwar planning activities, he joined the 
developing push for postwar reconstruction to have a ministry of its 
own. He persuaded Calwell to call on the prime minister to create a more 
powerful body capable of faster progress on reconstruction initiatives. 
On 6 May 1942, in parliamentary question time, Calwell obliged. Firth 
perceived that ‘Burton wanted Reconstruction to be placed under his 
control within the Department of External Affairs’.8 The plotters put their 
suggestion to Curtin that Coombs (highly regarded by Curtin) should 
lead Reconstruction. By the end of 1942 Curtin was persuaded – partly 
at Wilson’s urging and thanks to the group of plotters – that postwar 
reconstruction required a department of its own. On 22  December 
1942, Curtin appointed Ben Chifley its minister and Coombs its 
director-general.9 The new department was charged with planning 
and coordinating the work of other departments, state governments 
and various agencies with a goal of transitioning Australia from a war 
economy to a peacetime economy that could achieve and maintain full 
employment.10 John, then still working with Evatt, remained a key player 
in the work of the department alongside Allen Brown, John Crawford 
and Wilson, three of the other ‘Dwarfs’, and Arthur Tange, Firth and Fin 
Crisp. But its work was set back by Chifley’s requirement for Coombs to 
be absent from Canberra for the most part of six months following its 
establishment.

Chifley wanted Coombs – under his rather than Evatt’s direction – to 
guide talks and raise Australia’s concerns in Washington as one of 
Australia’s representatives in a group invited by the US Government 
in April 1943 to discuss a proposal for an International Stabilisation 

7  Papers of Gerald Firth, NLA, MS Acc01.273, box 3, 28 June 1942, original emphasis.
8  Papers of Gerald Firth, NLA, MS Acc01.273, box 3, 5 May 1942.
9  Tim Rowse, Nugget Coombs: A Reforming Life (Port Melbourne, Vic.: Cambridge University Press, 
2002), 99. 
10  Rowse, Nugget Coombs, 99.
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Fund to regulate exchange rates.11 Evatt headed the mission and John 
accompanied him. Since one of the objects of the mission was to persuade 
US President Roosevelt to allocate greater military resources to the Pacific, 
the delegation included military and supply experts as well as influential 
businessman and industrialist William Sydney Robinson.12 Coombs was 
bemused by his own inclusion in the group, having not yet fully taken up 
his new role of head of the new department in charge of reconstruction.

The trip was memorable for all, according to both John’s and Coombs’s 
accounts. The intimacy of the travel arrangements and the diverse 
personalities of the group tested their relationships. To add colour 
and humour to the trip was the inclusion of artist Sam Atyeo and war 
correspondent and later novelist George Johnston. Evatt had a pathological 
fear of flying and made a point of never flying without his wife Mary 
Alice. No doubt Mary Alice, having close connections with the art world, 
saw that only someone like Atyeo, a close confidante of Evatt, could lift 
the Doc out of his surliness and the spirits of those around him. It was 
true. Coombs commented, ‘when the rest of us were doing our best to 
stay out of range of the Doc’s temper, he would bowl blithely in, smack 
the Doc on the back and say, “Come on you bad-tempered old bastard, 
stop scowling”’.13

Coombs started out weary and anxious, having nearly missed the plane, 
which contributed to him becoming airsick. As the plane taxied down the 
runway in Brisbane, Coombs, too sick to care he said, saw a great flame 
of burning gases stream past his window. Evatt, convinced they were on 
fire, ‘staggered pale-faced up the aisle, to warn the crew of our impending 
doom’, Coombs records, only to be looked at with ‘the contemptuous pity 
of the professionals’ and Evatt was led back to his seat where Mary Alice 
wiped his brow with a cologne-soaked handkerchief.14 They arrived in one 
piece in San Francisco on 7 April 1943.

11  Coombs, Trial Balance, 36; Macintyre, Australia’s Boldest Experiment, 151. The proposal had been 
outlined at the first British Commonwealth conference on the international economy in London the 
previous October 1942 by economist Keynes.
12  Robinson, a mining magnate and world authority on base metals, was also an adviser during the 
war to Curtin on the distribution of Australian metals and concentrates. He undertook dealings on 
behalf of Curtin, Chifley and Evatt, and accompanied Evatt on several missions to America to acquire 
aircraft for Australia’s defence.
13  Coombs, Trial Balance, 46.
14  Coombs, Trial Balance, 37.
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Both Coombs and John shared a commitment to Chifley’s ideals and 
consolidated their relationship and mutual respect, helped particularly by 
each bringing out a degree of larrikinism in the other when they had time 
to relax. John recalls an occasion when the two young men had over-
imbibed and chased some women up the steps of an international hotel. 
What happened next, neither reported. Back home, and receiving a cable 
from Coombs, Firth had concerns about John’s influence – even over 
Coombs. Firth wrote in his journal:

My own theory is that Evatt and bloody Burton are putting the hard 
word on [Coombs] for ‘political’ reasons – but anyway [Lyndhurst 
Falkiner] Giblin, [Leslie Galfreid] Melville and Wheeler put their 
heads together and concocted a cable which should bring Nugget 
back to the straight and narrow with something of a jerk. It is 
good to see everyone agreeing with me(!) for once in a way.15

Firth’s diary note is a reminder of the times; it was a small community 
of notable bureaucrats and politicians living in each other’s pockets 
who could act as they saw fit without excessive hierarchical bureaucratic 
restrictions.

The group’s trip was extended to allow five of the delegation, including 
John in his own right, to represent Australia at the Food and Agriculture 
conference in Virginia in May 1943.16 It was to consider how united action 
could enhance global nutrition and help alleviate rural poverty with the 
object of laying the foundations for conditions for high employment and 
economic stability that, it was thought, would help to prevent war in 
the future. Its agenda was one that John was keen on and qualified to 
contribute to.17

The venue was at Hot Spring’s Homestead Hotel, a luxurious, 
rambling colonial-style building that accommodated the participating 
representatives of around 50 nations. There, John met up again with 
his doctorate supervisor at the London School of Economics, Robbins, 

15  Papers of Gerald Firth, NLA, MS Acc01.273, box 3, 13 May 1943. 
16  The conference had been convened by President Roosevelt to establish the United Nations Food 
and Agricultural Organization; however, its origins were Australian. Before the war, Stanley Bruce, 
Australia’s high commissioner in London and a member of the Imperial War Cabinet, had urged that 
improvement in nutritional standards of all peoples was the solution to the poverty and depression 
that faced farmers around the world.
17  Evatt outlined guiding principles for Coombs to follow in a document dated 28 May 1943: 
Evatt Collection, Flinders University Library, Evatt Album 29.
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who was one of the UK’s representatives. This was the first international 
conference on postwar issues and the last in which, apart from the United 
Nations itself, the USSR participated as an ally.18

The Australian party returned to Baltimore where Evatt was joined 
by Mary Alice, who had been ill and hospitalised for an operation. 
On 15 June, the party travelled to London. There, Coombs dined out 
several times with Maynard Keynes, noting that the famous economist was 
‘at his most persuasive and charming best’, and that, ‘He was not always 
so’.19 As a result of these discussions and Keynes’s influence, according to 
Coombs, it came to be accepted that the UK’s best chance of restoring its 
international role lay in the achievement of an expanding world trade in 
which real incomes would increase in all countries.

The London talks continued into July. Coombs, like John, found Evatt 
difficult in a number of ways when working closely with him, but he 
enjoyed his companionship when he was in a more relaxed state. Often 
late at night when John and Coombs were having a night cap, Evatt 
would join them to talk about people he had met during the day, books 
he was reading, the baseball scores, and about the major social issues that 
underlay the backbiting and treacheries of politics. Coombs observed that 
Evatt was a different man in this mood. However, Evatt’s fear of flying was 
a recurring feature of the trip. The contingent had a short stay in Limerick, 
Ireland, and, despite bad weather, the group at Robinson’s urging boarded 
a plane at Limerick to fly across the Atlantic back to Washington. Evatt 
whispered to Coombs, ‘You see how much these big business men hate us 
– they would risk dying themselves to get rid of me’.20 The party arrived 
safely in Washington and went on to Ottawa for more consultations about 
the Stabilisation Fund before returning home.21

The Curtin Government was returned on 21 August 1943. A week 
later, perhaps by way of celebration, Coombs joined John in putting on 
‘Burton’s cinema show’ at the Hotel Canberra. They turned on sherry and 
ran some films and agreed between them that it was ‘definitely a good 
party’.22 Coombs had returned to his department to work on postwar 

18  Coombs, Trial Balance, 41.
19  Coombs, Trial Balance 45.
20  Coombs, Trial Balance, 38.
21  News clipping from Birmingham Gazette, Evatt Collection, Flinders University Library, Evatt 
Album 8.
22  Papers of Gerald Firth, NLA, MS Acc01/273, box 3, 28–29 August 1943.
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reconstruction and, at the end of September 1943, John left Evatt’s office 
to return to the Department of External Affairs, also to work on aspects 
of reconstruction. By November, John occupied the position of second 
secretary, which was confirmed in September the following year.

Tensions continued in the Firth–Burton relationship and Firth learned 
to keep some distance from John. They continued to hold different views 
on the Stabilisation Fund. In January 1944, Firth had a chat about it 
with Fred (later Sir Frederick) Wheeler ‘over 5 bottles of beer’, according 
to Firth’s journal, in which he happily noted that ‘John Burton was not 
present’.23 He also noted that Wheeler and John had had ‘a first-rate 
bust-up’ over an issue that was beyond his powers of comprehension, but 
which was ‘all John’s fault’, according to a comment later made by Tange. 
The scene took place in the room of former prime minister Scullin, who 
was then an unofficial adviser to Curtin. While Burton and Wheeler were 
going at it ‘hammer and tongs’ and Firth was screaming into a phone, 
Coombs walked in and remarked that it sounded like a Caucus meeting.24 
In February 1944, Firth wrote in his journal:

John Burton arrived with Cecily this evening – and was exceedingly 
offensive about ‘subsidies’. I didn’t bite very hard, but the episode 
more or less convinced me that I have done well to keep away 
from John these past few months. Why go out of your way to be 
infuriated?25

Firth, by then, was also critical of John for his apparent lack of concern 
for Cecily. The difficulty Cecily had at home coping with John’s busy 
life and lengthy travel absences had not gone unnoticed by him and his 
wife, Maggie.26

23  Papers of Gerald Firth, NLA, MS Acc01/273, box 3, 16 January 1944, original emphasis.
24  Papers of Gerald Firth, NLA, MS Acc01.273, box 3, 18 January 1944.
25  Papers of Gerald Firth, NLA, MS Acc01.273, box 3, 14 February 1944.
26  Papers of Gerald Firth, NLA, MS Acc01.273, box 3, 24 May 1943.
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